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Beyontec Configuration Tools
Your Way is the Right Way!

Optimal Independence

The purpose of the Beyontec Suite’s configuration 

tools is to give you exactly the level of independence 

you want. The tools let you configure everything within 

the Suite, from users and user groups to workflows for 

every function — Policy, Underwriting, Billing, Claims, 

Reinsurance, Financial Accounting, Reports, and Queries.

The user-friendly dashboard lets you configure the Suite 

to meet any of your requirements, without the need for 

programming. Whether you’re permitting new people to 

use the Suite, developing new products, adding states or 

lines of business, or ensuring regulatory compliance, the 

Suite lets you do it all quickly and easily. You won’t need 

our help. But we’re here if you want it.

People First

The Suite lets you assign people to a group — or 

multiple groups — depending on their roles, their titles, 

their levels of seniority, or whatever criteria you choose. 

And it lets group administrators give particular group 

members access to the menus and information they 

need or are permitted by role to have.

Each group can be cloned; its members replaced with 

the appropriate personnel; its responsibilities replaced 

with the appropriate products, documents, and reports; 
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and the new group named appropriately. The Suite 

retains each group and the historical record of its work. 

That gives you complete control over who works on 

what, as well as an auditable record of who did what.

 

Simplified Rating

The Suite enables you to set a configurable list of 

parameters and to have them automatically applied 

to premium calculations, including standard and 

discounted rates. The Suite saves sets of rating 

information as masters (or rate keys), letting you add to 

them or to clone them for the calculation of other rates 

with di erent parameters. The Suite also lets you assign 

begin dates and end dates for those rate keys.

The configuration tools let you combine rate keys with 

algorithms, select products and risks at the level of 

instant quote or application, and see all the rate keys 

configured for that specific combination of product and 

risk. Then, using calculations types such as add, subtract, 

multiply, and divide, you can define new algorithms, 

create new rate keys, and derive new premiums. That 

simplification enhances the independence with which 

you can rate and price products.

Define Your Rules

Business rules are also simple to define and apply. Select 

the appropriate Module and business rule — validation, 

workflow, print package, page valuation, or any other. 

Determine whether you want the rule to be generated 

before or after premium calculation. Then apply the rule 

at the level of product, of risk, or at the system level.

With three di erent values — static, data element, and 

function — the Suite shows all the available parameters 

to be configured in a meta definition. As condition 

one, for example, users can enter a driver’s age up to a 

certain threshold. Condition two could be gender. If the 

driver is within the age threshold and male, the Suite 

triggers a particular business rule. If the driver is above 

the age threshold, with all other conditions the same, it 

triggers a di erent rule. Your work is reduced and your 

self-su ciency increased.

 

Define and Deliver the Product

Thanks to the configuration tools, defining, developing, 

and delivering products is simple, too. From product 

ID to product name, from class of business to line of 

business, every product-related piece of information 

is captured and configurable. You can define and 

configure the structure for developing every product — 

from premium logic to premium-payment installments, 

from rounding options to agency commissions, from 

applicable languages to applicable currencies.
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You can incorporate multiple risks in a single product, 

add coverages to existing products, and allow users 

to ask questions of other users, right on policy forms. 

You can define and configure pay plans for any product 

and automate renewals and notices to policyholders 

beginning 60 days before the renewal date, ensuring 

even greater e ciency and independence.

 

Do It Yourself Satisfaction

In addition to groups, rates, rules, and products, 

the Beyontec Suite’s configuration tools let you 

configure and control access to all parties to every 

insurance activity or transaction — agents and brokers, 

policyholders, reinsurers, banks, and lienholders.

In short, the Beyontec Suite’s configuration tools let you:

• Add new employees or producers

• Control what they can see and what they can do

• Change premium rates for existing products

• Create new policy documents and edit existing ones

• Add new fields or coverages to your existing 

products

• Add or modify workflows or business rules

• Create new reports

• Import or export data to many formats

• Integrate third-party APIs

To be any more independent than that, you’d have to be 

on your own. But our customers are never on their own. 

They always have the benefit of our support.

For more information, to schedule a demo, or if you have 

a question, please feel free to email or call us.

Contact Us
Call: +971 4 5148451  Email: sales@beyontec.com

http://wwwbeyontec.com


